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Nonlinear behavior of a reaction-diffusion system of the photochemistry
within the mesopause region
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The photochemistry of the mesopause region entails a driven chemical oscillator enforced by solar short-
wave irradiation. Zero-dimensional calculations show that this oscillator is able to produce nonlinear reactions
like cascades of subharmonics or chaos. We investigate what will happen if this system is subjected to
atmospheric diffusion. We discuss the system response and introduce different kinds of bifurcations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Reaction-diffusion systems~RDSs! play a great role in
nature. The pattern formation on the basis of RDSs may
mentioned. Here we investigate a special photochemical
tem of the mesopause region. The mesopause is the tr
tion region between the mesosphere and thermosphere
is located near 85 km according to the mean atmosph
model assumption.~In reality it can vary considerably if one
uses the definition criterion: The mesopause is the heigh
the actual lowest temperature.! This height region is one o
the most sensitive and least explored regions of the at
sphere. It divides that part of the atmosphere which is ma
influenced by solar variability—the thermosphere—from th
one which is chiefly influenced by meterological processe
the mean and lower atmosphere including the mesosphe

The lowest temperatures which can be observed anyw
in nature around the globe occur in summer in the me
pause region. That is why this region is thermically rath
sensitive. Due to the recombination of atomic oxygen wh
is transported downward from the thermosphere, the che
cal heating rate reaches maximum values within the me
pause region. Hence the investigation of the chemistry of
mesopause region is of great significance. The chemi
feeds back to the dynamics, and that influences the trans
of chemically active minor constituents again.

The atmosphere is essentially vertically stratified. Wh
the vertical scale, for example for the density change of
important chemical constituents, only amounts to some k
meters, the horizontal scales can be many hundreds or t
sands of kilometers in magnitude. This fact justified the f
quently used condition to consider the chemical composi
of the atmosphere in one-dimensional models. The use
such models has the advantage that the height resolution
be made essentially finer, and the system integrated m
accurately, than could be realized in multidimensional m
els. The interpretation of the results is easier, and they
respond to reality sufficiently well. Last but not least, th
natural one dimensionality is an advantage for theoret
investigations in the field of chaos research.
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~2!/1719~8!/$15.00
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II. BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE PHOTOCHEMISTRY
OF THE MESOPAUSE REGION

The chemistry of the mesopause is, in a good approxim
tion, a so-called odd oxygen–odd hydrogen chemistry. T
oxygen constituents, which are characterized by an odd n
ber of oxygen atoms~one or three!, belong to the odd oxygen
family. These are atomic oxygen O and ozone O3. In an
analogous way the hydrogen radicals H, OH, and HO2 have
been called odd hydrogens in contrast to H2O, H2, or CH4,
possessing an even number of hydrogen atoms. Both ch
cal families are in close interaction with one another. T
odd hydrogen family destroys the odd oxygen family ca
lytically. The odd oxygen family changes the composition
the odd hydrogen family at the same time. The catalytic
struction takes place via two essential cycles:

O31H→O21OH, O31OH→O21HO2,

O1OH→O21H, O1HO2→O21OH,

net: O31O→2O2, net:O31O→2O2.

A third chain, but not so important in the mesopause regi
is given by

O1OH→O21H,

H1O21M→HO21M ,

O1HO2→O21OH,

net: O1O→O2.

In addition to this, the odd oxygens are able to destroy the
selves directly by the reactions

O1O3→2O2 and O1O1M→O21M .

M means a chemically uninvolved collision particle whic
absorbs released energy and momentum. The loss of hy
gen radicals happens via reactions among one another,
they lead to the formation of even hydrogen molecules. T
formation of odd components mainly takes place by photo
1719 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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1720 PRE 59G. SONNEMANN AND A. M. FEIGIN
sis of O2 and H2O which forms atomic oxygen in O2
1hn(l&242 nm)→2O, and the hydrogen radicals H an
OH in H2O1hn(l&240 nm)→H1OH. Atomic oxygen re-
acts with O2 in a three body~third order! reaction forming
ozone: O1O21M→O31M . This is the only effective
ozone formation process in the atmosphere. Ozone itself
be dissociated very easily into its initial products O and O2,
which form back ozone. For this reason the photolysis
ozone represents an effective energy dissipation pro
transforming solar short-wave radiation into heat, but it a
codetermines the actual concentration of atomic oxygen.

Table I lists the most relevant reactions. The right colu
contains the temperature-dependent rate constants acco
to Atkinson et al. @1# DeMore et al. @2# and Hampson@3#.
The system of the reaction kinetic equations, which descr
the time behavior of the chemistry, consists of the equati
for the five components O, O3, H, OH, and HO2. The most
essential components are those of atomic oxygen and at
hydrogen. This system is diurnally periodically forced by t
dissociating action of solar irradiation.

In the normal case one should expect that such a sys
approaches a limit cycle with a period of one day. But Fic
telmann and Sonnemann@4,5#, Sonnemann@6#, and Sonne-
mann and Fichtelmann@7# found that this system is able t
produce a nonlinear response. The system represents a
linear driven photochemical oscillator~Sonnemann and Fich
telmann@4,8#!, which operates close to resonance in the
cinity of the mesopause. This oscillator can cre
phenomena like cascades of period doublings or chaos.

TABLE I. Most relevant reactions of the mesopheric chemist

Reaction Rate constanta

~1! O1O3→2O2 (8.00310212)exp(22060/T)

~2! O31H→O21OH (1.40310210)exp(2470/T)

~3! O1OH→O21H (2.20310211)exp(120/T)

~4! O31OH→O21HO2 (1.60310212)exp(2940/T)

~5! O1HO2→O21OH (3.00310211)exp(200/T)

~6! H1HO2→O21H2 5.60310212

~7! H1HO2→2OH 7.30310211

~8! OH1OH→O1H2O (4.20310212)exp(2240/T)

~9! OH1HO2→O21H2O (4.80310211)exp(250/T)

~10! HO21HO2→O21H2O2 (2.30310213)exp(600/T)

~11! O1O21M→O31M (6.90310234)(300/T)1.25a1

(16.20310234)(300/T)2a2

~12! O1O1M→O21M (3.80310230)exp(2170/T)/Ta1

(14.8310233)(300/T)2a2

~13! O1OH1M→HO21M (2.00310232)a2

~14! O21H1M→HO21M (5.50310232)(300/T)1.4a2

~15! OH1H1M→H2O1M (1.38310224)/T2.6a2

~16! O21hn→2O (3.1531028)(92 km)

~17! H2O1hn→H1OH 2.4031026

~18! O31hn→O21O 7.1031023

aPhotodissociation constants are in units of s21, two body rate con-
stants in units of cm3 s21, and three body rate constants in units
cm6 s21. a15@O2#/@M # anda25@N2#/@M #.
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III. CONSIDERATION OF DIFFUSIVE PROCESSES
IN THE CHEMISTRY OF THE MESOPAUSE

The system, investigated by Sonnemann and Fichtelm
@7#, reflects atmospheric conditions only in a rather idealiz
way. It is a zero-dimensional model, and does not inclu
diffusive processes. But the mesopause region is chara
ized by a strong increase of the turbulent diffusion. Tw
kinds of diffusion act in the atmosphere. These are molec
and turbulent or also eddy diffusion. Above the turbopaus
about 105-km altitude the molecular diffusion begins
dominate, and leads to an increasing separation of the t
mospheric constituents. Therefore this region is called
heterosphere. Below this height turbulent diffusion predom
nates, which results from the dissipation of various atm
spheric waves particularly of the~internal! gravity waves.
The turbulent diffusion results in a mixing of the atm
spheric constituents in such a way that the mixing ratio of
major constituents like O2 or N2 is nearly constant up to the
turbopause. This region is called the homosphere.

Generally, turbulence has the tendency to destroy st
tures. As far as that goes, it is important to know what h
pens if a system, which operates for example in the cha
mode, is subjected to diffusion. In order to investigate t
question a model has been established which includes
height range of nonlinear response. The consideration of
turbulent diffusion of an atmospheric RDS can be writt
~see, e.g., Banks and Kockarts,@9#! as

]@X#

]t
5PX2LX@X#2

]~@X#w!

]z
. ~1!

@X# stands for the concentration of the speciesX ~hereX,O,
O3, H, OH, and HO2), PX is the production term, andLX is
the loss term~linearized loss coefficient!, with LX

21 being the
individual characteristic chemical time.z represents the
height. The vertical diffusion velocityw is governed by

w52KS 1

@X#

]@X#

]z
1

1

H
1

1

T

]T

]zD , ~2!

whereK is the eddy diffusion coefficient,H the atmospheric
pressure scale height, andT the temperature. Perfect mixin
leads tow50. Then the hydrostatic equation follows from
the expression within the parentheses of Eq.~2!. Such a five-
component system has to be integrated usingK as varying
parameter.~We note that the autonomous system consists
six phase variables: the five components and timet.!

IV. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The height region of the nonlinear response amounts o
to about 2 km depending on water vapor concentration, te
perature, or the dissociation rates as parameters of the
tem. This region is located between about 79 and 86 km,
its height essentially depends on humidity. With increas
humidity the region is shifted upwards. This relatively sm
extension is the reason why the nonlinear response has
been discovered in atmospheric models thus far, becaus

.
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height resolution of the models is usually rougher than t
extension of 2 km.

A 200 layer model has been developed with a height re
lution of Dz5100 m. The boundaries have been fixed at
and 72 km, sufficiently far from the region of nonlinear r
sponse. At the upper boundary atomic oxygen and ato
hydrogen, the dominating constituents, have only a weak
urnal variation, so that their concentrations have been fi
there, employing values corresponding to measureme
The other constituents show strong diurnal variations
their concentrations are only very small and determined
both the main constituents. That is the reason why they
considered to be free varying constituents. Their tim
dependent concentrations have been calculated from
equations without consideration of transport. Diffusive tra
port is taken into calculation below this boundary layer.

At the lower boundary at 72-km altitude the conditio
are different from those at the upper boundary. Here
family concentrations @O#ODD5@O#1@O3# and @H#ODD
5@H#1@OH#1@HO2# have a reduced diurnal variation. How
ever, the daily averaged characteristic chemical family tim
~for definition, see Sonnemann and Fichtelmann,@7#! are
small compared with the characteristic diffusion tim
~Mange@10#! so that it may be justified to calculate the tim
dependent lower boundary concentrations from the equat
without the inclusion of diffusion. The boundary region
have been excluded~in each case 20 layers border on t
boundaries! from the representation. The initial condition
influence, above all, the transient behavior, but they can
determine the asymptotic state for small diffusion coe
cients. For example for a system operating in a perio
mode it is important which phase relation two neighbori
layers have. A weak diffusion is not able to synchron
different phases or, at least, a phase synchronization t
place after a very long time.

In order to provide clear conditions of consideratio
some simplifications and idealizations have been introduc

~1! The atmosphere was considered isothermal with
temperature ofT5180 K according to seasonal average v
ues. Hence, the last term in Eq.~2! becomes zero, and th
scale height is constant. We use an average value oH
56 km. The densities of O2 and M increase exponentially
with a scale heightH with decreasing height accordingly t
the hydrostatic equation. The upper boundary values h
been taken from the Cosmic Space Research~COSPAR! In-
ternational Reference Atmosphere~CIRA 72! @11#.

~2! The eddy diffusion coefficient was also consider
independent of heightz. Consequently, the derivative ofK
with respect to height in Eq.~1! also vanishes.

~3! Humidity is a sensitive parameter. Generally, the co
centration amounts to few ppmv~parts per million per vol-
ume!. This relatively small value corresponds to phot
chemical model calculations. However, observations up
10–15 ppmv have also been published~see Grossmannet al.
@12#. Therefore, it is widely unclear thus far how strong t
water vapor-concentration can vary in this height. High th
mospheric water vapor concentrations, which could be tra
ported downward, have also been inferred from different
servations by Sonnemannet al. @13# Frank, Sigwarth and
Craven@14#, and Frank and Sigwarth@15#. We choose the
expressionJH2O@H2O#/@M # as independent of height. Thi
s
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assumption may be approximately justified in this regio
Since @H2O#/@M # decreases with increasing height due
the photolysis byJH2O, JH2O itself increases with height. O
course, both the effects do not absolutely compensate
each other, but we chose to ignore this here.

~4! JO3
almost does not depend on height for all zen

angles less than 90° in the mesopause region. It does
decrease down to the mean mesosphere. Hence it was
considered as constant.

~5! The photolysis rate of O2 already depends strongly o
height in the mesopause. This has been taken into calcula
by an exponential decrease with a scale of 2H512 km for
decreasing height. In other words, it decreases more we
than O2 rises within the model domain, so that the produ
JO2

@O2# grows further.
~6! The forcing by radiation takes place by a step functi

with 12 h of overhead sun and 12 hour of night. This is
sufficiently good approximation, and it does not influence
system behavior on principle.

We used a procedure of an automatic time step cont
The greatest concentration change for each time step of
constituent at any layer~both with respect to chemistry an
transport! amounted partly less than 1%. During sunrise a
sunset the time steps become extraordinarily small, as
calculations are extremely computer time consuming.

V. RESULTS

From a formal mathematical point of view the air densi
depending on height, acts as a control parameter.@O2# is
proportional to@M# for a well-mixed atmosphere, and als
the term JO2

@M # can be described as function of@M #

(;A@M #). Using a stroboscopic representation for the
sults of the model calculations, one obtains the well-kno
bifurcation diagrams. We display the density values at s
set, and show only bifurcation diagrams of the main com
nent atomic hydrogen here. The concentrations of the in
vidual constituents have been calculated at each la
Hence, we prefer a geophysical representation: height
concentration. Figure 1 exhibits an example for a compu
run without consideration of diffusion (K50 cm2 s21). Gen-
erally, there is a bifurcation into period-2 oscillation if com
ing from below. Usually there follows a whole cascade
period doublings ending in a chaotic band. Normally the c
otic band includes varyingly broad windows of subharmo
oscillations having different periods. Frequently the chao
band finishes at the upper border by a catastrophic bifu
tion into a period-3 oscillation, and that region ends by
catastrophic bifurcation, again jumping into the fundamen
mode. Above the second chaotic band appear a period-4
and -5 windows in succession. The height resolution is, ho
ever, too coarse to display the transition between the dif
ent windows clearly. The picture of occurrence can va
strongly if one uses different parameter sets for the calc
tion ~such as rate constants, temperature, photolysisra
etc.!.

Now we consider what will happen if the eddy diffusio
coefficient comes from high values, and reduce it step
step. Figures 2~a!–2~f! show computations for a humidity o
4 ppmv. Each run begins with the same initial conditions.
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1722 PRE 59G. SONNEMANN AND A. M. FEIGIN
supposed the system operates in the fundamental mode@Fig.
2~a!# for high diffusion coefficients (K.1.23105 cm2 s21).
The system nearly approaches a limit cycle after sev
days. A first subtle bifurcation into a weak period 2 seems
take place forK&1.23105 cm2 s21. We will show later that
the system operates in a metastable state in the vicinit
this value. It is not clear thus far how strong this fai
period-2 oscillation is influenced by the numerical proc
dure. Figure 2~b! shows a long ranging sickle-shaped regi
of the apparent occurrence of a period-2 window. The a
plitude difference suddenly increases strongly for a cer
value of K, and simultaneously the height extension of t
period-2 window commences to shrink, so that the perio
window disappears again in constant heights on the edge
the region of period-2 oscillation. The whole diagram a
sumes a sickle-shaped~for other parameters more an onio
shaped! appearance@Fig. 2~b!#. ReducingK further, there
occur period doublings in succession in the upper part of
diagram@Fig. 2~c!#, which finally exceeds into chaotic be
havior @Fig. 2~d!#; note that the concentration scale has be
changed. For this example the chaos surprisingly passes
a behavior marked by the occurrence of exclusively subh
monics. In the upper part of the diagram a broad perio
oscillation occurs, and in the lower part a period-2@Fig. 2~e!#
window appears.

The appearance of the diagrams always differ from th
bifurcation diagrams of the Feigenbaum route—the so-ca
pitchfork diagrams. There the bifurcations takes place un
an angle of 180° at the point of bifurcation; here the ang
are either zero or, at least, almost zero like an onion sp
That is why this behavior has been called onion bifurcati

Using the diffusion coefficient in a direct way as a cont
parameter, and considering the response in constant hei
we can show the bifurcation behavior more clearly. In t
computer run we have reduced the diffusion coefficient s
by step by a quotient of 1.2 using the old final values as n
initial values. For each step 25 days were computed, and
first 12 days were deleted. We consider the bifurcation

FIG. 1. Bifurcation diagram for the atomic hydrogen concent
tion without consideration of diffusion for a water vapor concent
tion of 4 ppmv. Coming from below, the diagram starts with
subtle bifurcation into a period-2 window. The figure shows t
sunset values in a stroboscopic representation.
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haviors in 85.5, 85, 84.5, 84 and 83 km, respectively. T
parameters are the same as those used in the graphs of F
In order also to show the behavior for small diffusion coe
ficients with sufficient resolution, we use a logarithmic sca
for K. Figures 3~a!–3~e! exhibit the results. Figure 3~a! dis-
plays the bifurcation diagram at the uppermost height. T
picture illustrates the finding mentioned above. The per
doubling disappears for strong and weak diffusion, for we
diffusion due to the shrinking of the height region of nonli
ear response. In general, the figures show that different c
cal thresholds of the diffusion coefficient occur for which t
qualitative behavior of the attractor changes.

At 85 km @Fig. 3~b!#, the system runs into a chaotic ban
for small values ofK. This chaotic band is obviously marke
by an internal structure. Maybe there are periodic windo
within the chaotic band, but it is impossible to find them o
on the basis of this coarse procedure. The computation
periodic windows within a chaotic band normally starts w
long lasting transient chaos, and approaches the periodi
tractor only after many orbits. That means there is no gu
antee that the transients have sufficiently died away afte
days. Therefore, an investigation of the fine structure
chaos requires a special treatment. In other cases, also
subtle bifurcations, as the computations show, the old fi
values are sufficiently close to the new final values afte
small step of the control parameter. Hence the converge
is very fast. In contrast to this, all catastrophic bifurcatio
are marked by long lasting transients. Thus it is also nec
sary in this case to calculate essentially more orbits aro
the catashophic bifurcation point.

Coming from high diffusion coefficient values, all of Fig
3. show a bifurcation into a period-2 window. As stated e
lier, there seems to be a very weak subtle bifurcation,
after that a strong jump into a period-2 window marked
large amplitude differences. The manner of transition is
clear in these figures. Figure 4~a! exhibits a refined resolu
tion around this spot. Starting withK51.23105 cm2 s21 and
reducing the diffusion coefficient by a quotient 1.015 af
each 25 days, the bifurcation diagram shows a jump betw
K51.13063105 and 1.1119 cm2 s21 @in a logarithmic scale
between 11.636 and 11.621, as seen in Fig. 4~a!#. The sixth
step from the right seems to represent the transition. App
ently these values already belong to the strong oscilla
period-2 window but 25 days were not long enough to a
proach a new attractor. This is shown in Fig. 4~b!. We start
our computation withK51.1133105 cm2 s21. After a tran-
sient period of approximately 20 days marked by an ov
swing of the H concentration, the system seems to appro
a limit cycle of period 2 with a constant or, at least, ve
weak oscillating amplitude. Obviously this limit cycle is un
stable. The amplitudes begin to amplify and the system r
into a limit cycle of period 2 marked by a large amplitud
difference. This transition time sensitively depends on sm
initial perturbations. The computer precision influences
transition time but not the final state. Figure 5 shows
system response to a perturbation near but above the cr
turbulence (K51.23105 cm2 s21). After 100 days the
atomic hydrogen concentration was multiplied by a fac
1.1. The system responded with an attenuating period-2

-
-
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FIG. 2. Bifurcation diagrams for varying diffusion coefficientsK @K51.23105; 93104; 43104; 23104; and 73103 cm2 s21 for ~a!,
~b!, ~c!, ~d!, and~e!, respectively#. The same parameters as in Fig. 1 are used. The figures illustrate the onion bifurcation.
or
t
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cillation approaching that state again which turned up bef
the perturbation. The calculation gives evidence for a ca
strophic bifurcation into a period-2 window marked by
high amplitude difference of two succeeding days for a cr
cal turbulence parameter.
e
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VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The computations show that reaction-diffusion system
which are able to respond nonlinearly, can create a la
number of different bifurcations. Although there occur ph
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FIG. 3. The diffusion coefficientK is used as control parameter and the bifurcation behavior was considered at constant heigz @z
585.5, 85, 84.5, 84, and 83 km for~a!, ~b!, ~c!, ~d!, and~e! respectively#. The diffusion coefficient was reduced every 25 days by a quot
of 1.2 using the old final values as new initial values. The same parameters as in Fig. 1 are used. There are various catastrophic b
A logarithmic scale was employed forK.
w
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nomena like cascades of period doubling, periodic windo
and chaos, the appearance of these effects differ from th
to be seen in the discrete logistic map or in nonlinear syst
of ordinary differential equations. This is valid for the s
s,
se
s

called onion bifurcation or for the catastrophic bifurcatio
from the ground mode, or perhaps one faint period-2 os
lation into a strong period-2 oscillation.

Considering the atmosphere, the turbulent diffusion co
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ficient amounts to the order ofn3105 cm2 s21 in about 80–
85-km height. There is a large scatter~see, e.g., Hocking
@16#! of one order in magnitude exceeding values
106 cm2 s21 and perhaps dropping below 105 cm2 s21.
Lübken@17# published measurements of mean profiles of
turbulent diffusion coefficient which show values as low
104 cm2 s21 in the region of nonlinear response in summ
But there is also a great lack of measurements of the di
sion coefficient, and a large degree of uncertainty.

A real nonlinear behavior of the photochemistry with
the mesopause region is most probably possible only un
quiet conditions, which means under low gravity wave act
ity. It is unlikely that higher subharmonics or chaos, whi
result from the photochemistry and are not imprinted by

FIG. 4. ~a! Higher resolution around the spot of catastroph
bifurcation in a period-2 window at a height of 85 km.K is on a
logarithmic scale, and the same parameters are used as in F
The diffusion coefficient was reduced every 25 days by a quot
of 1.015.~b! Behavior of the transition from a metastable state in
a stable period-2 oscillation for a diffusion coefficient of 1.1
3105 cm2 s21 at a height of 85 km. This time of transition depen
sensitively on the accuracy of the program and on the comp
precision. In contrast to this, the final state does not depend s
tively on the computer precision. The same parameters are us
in Fig. 1.
f
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ternal forces like the dynamics can appear. The only rem
ing possibility seems to be that a period-2 oscillation c
occur. Other effects are suppressed by the strong at
spheric diffusion for these examples. But we have to emp
size that our result only reflects very special conditions, a
does not encompass the whole atmospheric variability. T
concerns the idealizations of the model, the boundary co
tions, the duration of daytime hours~reflecting season!, the
water vapor concentration, etc.

There are numerous indications of a period-2 oscillati
namely, the so-called quasi-two-day wave in the up
mesosphere-and lower thermosphere~sometimes observed
down to the stratosphere!. Such two-day waves have bee
found in the prevailing wind~Müller @18#, Clark @19#, Poole
@20#, Jacobi, Schminder, and Ku¨rschner@21#, and further!, in
temperature~Wu et al. @22#!, or in the oxygen green line
volume emission rate~Ward, Solheim, and Shepherd@23#!.
The phenomena were interpreted in terms of dynam
causes and, indeed, the thermic forcing by a two-day che
cal heating is too small to explain the observed tempera
variations.

However, dynamics and chemistry are closely fed back
cannot be excluded that there is an amplification effect. T
model under consideration does not take into calculation
advective transport, but vertical winds convey chemically
tive species from the thermosphere into the mesopause
gion. This advective transport can be stronger than the
fusive transport. In order to decide the question of whet
there is a real chemically induced two-day wave or not, o
needs interactive operating global three-dimensional mo
of the dynamic and chemistry which are not available th
far.

That there is only a quasi-two-day period and not exac
a two-day period could easily be explained by the zo
movement of the air. An air parcel moves with or against
rotation of the Earth; that means its effective period of so
illumination is less or greater than one day. Consequentl
subharmonic period-2 window is also less or greater th

. 1.
nt

er
si-
as

FIG. 5. System response to a perturbation near the critical
bulence for a diffusion coefficient of 1.23105 cm2 s21. The same
parameters are used as in Fig. 1.
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two days. We have called this the photochemical Dopp
effect. Taking into calculation the real zonal velociti
amounting to some 10 ms21, the periods differ from one day
up to few hours, as found for the quasi-two-day waves.

It may seem that such an investigation is only confined
this special atmospheric problem because a control par
eter, the air density, varies simultaneously with heig
meaning from layer to layer. However, it is also imaginab
J.

R.
n
ne

No

y

-

y

r

o
m-
t,

that other~control! parameters could vary with height or wit
a different space coordinate, for example temperature o
concentration having a certain gradient. Diffusion plays
important part in many natural processes. On the cellu
level, for instance, the weak molecular diffusion acts, a
various nonlinear reactions take place. The purpose of
paper also consists in the intention to focus the readers
tention onto nonlinear reaction-diffusion systems.
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